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Contribution of inelastic rescattering to B\pp, KK̄ decays

P. Żenczykowski*
Department of Theoretical Physics, Institute of Nuclear Physics, Radzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Krako´w, Poland

~Received 6 September 2000; published 7 December 2000!

We discuss multichannel inelastic rescattering effects inB decays into a pairPP of pseudoscalar mesons

(PP5pp or KK̄). In agreement with short-distance models it is assumed that initiallyB meson decays
dominantly into jet-like states composed of two flying-apart low-mass resonancesM1M2 which rescatter into
PP. Since from allS-matrix elementŝ i uSuPP& involving PP only some (i 5M1M2) contribute to the final
state rescattering, the latter is treated as a correction only. The rescattering of the resonance pairM1M2 into the
final PP state is assumed to proceed through Regge exchange. Although effects due to a single intermediate
stateM1M2 are small, it is shown that the combined effect of all such states should be large. In particular, the

amplitudes ofB decays intoKK̄ become significantly larger than those estimated through short-distance
penguin diagrams, to the point of being comparable to theB→pp amplitudes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.63.014016 PACS number~s!: 13.25.Hw, 11.80.Gw, 12.40.Nn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies ofCP violation in B decays must involve fina
state interaction~FSI! effects. Unfortunately, a reliable est
mate of such effects is very hard to achieve. In the analy
of B→PP decays (P, pseudoscalar meson! only some inter-
mediate states, believed to provide non-negligible contri
tions, are usually taken into account. Many authors res
their studies to elastic rescatteringP1P2→P1P2 only. In
Regge language this is described in terms of a Pomeron
change. Although inPP→PP quasi-elastic rescattering a
s5mB

2 contributions from other nonleading Regge e
changes are much smaller, they are not completely neglig
and have been included in various analyses.

The main problem, however, is posed by the seque

B →
weak

i →
FSI

PP involving inelastic rescattering processesi

→
FSI

PP. Arguments have been given that it is these inela
processes that actually constitute the main source of soft
phases@1–4#. It has been also pointed out@5# that nonzero
inelasticity strongly affects the extraction of FSI phases
models based on quasi-elastic rescattering. Thus, inel
events affect model predictions even if rescattering is
quasi-elastic type only.

On the other hand, FSI phases are often attributed dire
to short-distance~SD! quark-line diagrams in the hope th
this will take into account all inelastic production phenom
ena. This belief persists despite justified skepticism about
dominance of short-distance QCD in FSI ofB decays~see
e.g. @3#!. In fact, it is known that the resulting prescriptio
strongly violates such tenets of strong interactions as iso
symmetry @6# ~see also@7#!. The origin of the problem
pointed out in Ref.@6# is the lack of any correlation betwee
the spectator quark and the products ofb quark decay. By its
very nature such correlation cannot be provided by SD
namics. What must be involved here is a long-distance~LD!
mechanism which ensures that quarks ‘‘know’’ about ea
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other. Thus we are led to hadrons, hadron-level dynam
and inelastic rescattering effects.

In this paper we perform a simplified analysis of corre
tions which should be introduced by inelastic rescatter
into the SD-based description of some nonleptonic decay
B mesons. Of course, any such analysis must be h
qualitative in nature, because—in the presence of many
cay channels—it is well beyond our ability to take the
accurately into account. Since it is believed thatB decays
into pp andKK̄ may provide some handle on the determ
nation of anglea of the unitarity triangle, we shall concen
trate on these decays: it is important to know the effects
FSIs here. As shown in Ref.@8#, inclusion of coupled-
channel quasi-elastic effects (pp→KK̄) generates an effec
tive long-distance penguin amplitude comparable in size
the short-distance one. One may expect that inelastic ch
nels will also contribute to this effect.

We start with an SD-based model of nonleptonicB de-
cays. On the basis of standard tree-dominated mechanism
these decays, enriched with the related and well-establis
models of semileptonicB decays, we qualitatively estimat
the types and the number of states produced in the first s
of the nonleptonic decay. As in other existing models,
take these states as composed of two~flying apart! reso-
nancesM1M2 ~Sec. II!. These resonances are assumed
rescatter intoPP through Regge exchange.

In order to provide the basis for an estimate of this r
cattering, we recall how in a Regge picture the unitarity
lation involving M1M2→PP and otheri→PP processes
looks like. This enables us to make a rough estimate a
what part of all inelastici→PP processes is due to th
M1M2→PP transitions and, consequently, how much t
situation deviates from the case of~quasi-!elastic rescatter-
ing. Using a rough estimate for the contributio
u^M1M2uSuPP&u2 from an average single inelastic interm
diate channelM1M2, we estimate the number of inelast
channels involved~Sec. III!.

In Sec. IV we analyze the behavior of theB→pp and
B→KK̄ amplitudes as a function of the number of interm
diate states considered. We show that although effects du
each single intermediate state are small, the combined e
©2000 The American Physical Society16-1
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of all intermediate states is large. In particular, amplitudes
decays intoKK̄ become significantly larger than those es
mated through short-distance penguin amplitudes, to
point of being comparable to theB→pp amplitudes.

Our conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. B DECAYS WITHOUT FSIs

In short-distance approaches to nonleptonic weakB de-
cays, the relevant amplitudes are usually expressed as
of amplitudes corresponding to different types of quark d
grams (T, tree; C, color suppressed;E, W exchange;P,
penguin;A, annihilation;PA, penguin annihilation!. In this
paper we concentrate onDS5DC50 decays ofB mesons
which are initiated by ab→uūd transition. In these decay
one expects that the dominant contribution comes from
tree diagramT, with the main corrections to it provided b
the color-suppressed and penguin diagramsC andP @9#. Ac-
cordingly, neglecting contributions from other diagrams,
SD amplitudeŝ (P1P2) I uwuB0& for B0 decays into a pair of
octet pseudoscalar mesonsP1P2 with total isospinI are ex-
pressed in the SU~3! symmetry case as

^~pp!2uwuB0&52
1

A6
~T1C!

^~KK̄ !1uwuB0&52
1

2
P

^~p0h8!1uwuB0&52
1

A6
P

~1!

^~pp!0uwuB0&52
1

A3
S T2

1

2
C1

3

2
PD

^~KK̄ !0uwuB0&5
1

2
P

^~h8h8!0uwuB0&5
1

6
~C1P!.

Inclusion ofph8 andh8h8 into our considerations is man
datory if we want to maintain SU~3! symmetry@10#.

From the above formulas one may find SD amplitud
wR,I from stateuB0& into stateŝ R,I u of a given isospinI
belonging to definite representationsR of SU~3!:

wR,I5OIwI ~2!

with

w2
T5^~pp!2uwuB0&

w1
T5@^~KK̄ !1uwuB0&,^~p0h8!1uwuB0&# ~3!

w0
T5@^~pp!0uwuB0&,^~KK̄ !0uwuB0&,^~h8h8!0uwuB0&#
01401
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and the matricesOI given by

O251, ~4!

O15F A3

5
A2

5

2A2

5
A3

5

G ~5!

and

O053
2

A3

2A2

1

A2

1

2A2

A3

A5

1

A5

1

A5

1

2A10

A3

A10
2

3A3

2A10

4 ~6!

where rows correspond~from top to bottom! to 27 for
O2 ; 8,27 for O1; and1,8,27 for O0.

One expects that SD amplitudesC andP constitute a 10–
20 % correction@9#. Indeed, for the factorr in the relation
C5T/(3r ), the short-distance QCD corrections give t
value of r 5(c11c2/3)/(3c21c1)'23 (c1'1.1, c2
'20.25 are Wilson coefficients!, while estimates in Ref.
@11# yield uP/Tu in the range of 0.04–0.20.

Dominance ofT amplitudes is expected to hold for othe
decays initiated byb→uūd as well. For larger invariant
masses ofdū andud̄ systems these quark-level states sho
hadronize mainly asnp states@12,13#. It is the rescattering
from these states to the finalPP state that is of interest to us
Since we want to estimate rescattering at hadron level,
need to know what hadronic states are produced in the
stage of the decay. There are two groups of hadrons
duced: one comes from the decayW2→dū; the other one
originates from the recombination of theu quark with spec-
tator d̄ ~Fig. 1!. The values of invariant mass squaresq2

[s1 and s2 ~see Fig. 1 for definitions! are not large. The
well-known probability distribution ofb-quark decay is

v~q2!52~12q2/mb
2!2~112q2/mb

2! ~7!

FIG. 1. Tree diagram~T! for B decay.
6-2
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which falls for increasingq2, the averages1 being s1
'7 GeV2. The values ofs2 are smaller. Estimates obtaine
in various models for semileptonic and nonleptonic dec
yield s2 around 1.5 GeV2 or so, with the distribution ofAs2
extending to around 2.0 or 2.5 GeV@12,14–18#. When such
a low-mass quark-antiquark state hadronizes, a resonan
produced. In the updated Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-W
~ISGW2! model@16# for semileptonic decays, exclusive pa
tial widths for the production of lowest-in-mass resonan
have been predicted. The resonances considered wer
ground-state mesons~pseudoscalarsP, 1 1S0; vector me-
sons V, 1 3S1), the P-wave mesons ~tensor mesons
T, 1 3P2; axial mesonsA, 1 3P1 ; B, 1 1P1; and scalar me-
sonsS, 1 3P0); and the 21S0 and 23S1 states. The highes
~nonstrange! resonance mass explicitly considered in@16# is
below 1.5 GeV. The total partial width for the production
all these resonances is 5–6 times larger than the partial w
for the production of a pseudoscalar meson. Thus, the a
age partial width into a resonance is smaller by a factor
0.7 or so than that for the production of a pseudoscalar
son. The resonances explicitly considered in@16# do not
saturate the inclusive decay rate which is still about 2 tim
larger @16#. Thus, several other resonances of masses be
2.0 or 2.5 GeV should be added to the list given abo
Assuming that the average contribution from each one
similar to that just estimated, one expects that the numbe
types of ‘‘average’’ resonances produced should be of
order of 15.

Similar or even larger number of resonance types is
pected from the hadronization of thedū created from theW
boson. Thus, in nonleptonicB decays, apart from thePP
state, many other resonance pairs must be produced:M1M2
5VV, . . . ,PA,PB,VA,VB,VS, . . . , etc. Exact counting of
the number of all these two-resonance states is not impo
for our purposes. However, it is fairly easy to give an es
mate: limiting oneself to resonances of mass smaller tha
GeV, this number will definitely be greater than 10, proba
of the order of a few tens.

Clearly, there is no hope that one can reliably calcul
the contribution from rescattering intoPP from each of
these intermediate states. However, one may try to estim
their overall contribution in an average way. For the fi
stage of the decay process, we will assume that the o
important amplitude is the tree amplitudeT and that this
amplitude is approximately the same for all intermedi
states considered@for the low values ofs1 that we shall be
concerned with later, this is indeed the case in Eq.~7!#. Al-
though this may seem a very rough assumption fors2, we
shall further see that our general results should be fairly
dependent of it as long as there is a rather large numbe
two-resonance states with production amplitudes scatt
around the average. The next question is how to desc
transitionsM1M2→PP ~or vice versa! in an average way
This is what we shall discuss in Sec. III.

III. ELASTIC SCATTERING AND MULTIPARTICLE
PRODUCTION PROCESSES IN PP INTERACTIONS

Elastic scattering and multiparticle production proces
are related to each other through unitarity of theS matrix.
01401
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SinceB has spinJ50, we shall work with theSJ50 sector
only. In the following we shall suppress the subscriptJ and
its value. In Refs.@8,10# it was shown that in the SU~3!
symmetry case, with the effects of coupled channels
cluded, one should work with states (PP)R belonging to
definite representationsR51,8,27 of SU~3!. The unitarity
relation for PP scattering in thel 50 partial wave and in
SU~3! representationR is

u^~PP!RuSu~PP!R&u21(
kR

u^~PP!RuSukR&u251 ~8!

where, for givenR, kR labels states different from (PP)R .
Matrix elements occurring in Eq.~8! may be expressed in
terms of Argand amplitudesa as follows:

^~PP!RuSu~PP!R&5112ia„~PP!R…

^~PP!RuSukR&52ia~kR!. ~9!

Apart from the Pomeron, there are other Regge trajector
whose exchange in thet channel contributes to quasi-elast
scattering (PP)R→(PP)R . When the leading non-Pomero
exchange-degenerate Regge trajectoriesr, f 2 , v, and a2
and their SU~3!-symmetric partners are taken into accou
one obtains thel 50 partial wave amplitudes@8#:

a„~PP!27…5
1

16p
S i P̃1

2R̃f ~s!

s
D

a„~PP!8…5
1

16p
S i P̃1

R̃@2 4
3 f ~s!1 5

3 g~s!#

s
D ~10!

a„~PP!1…5
1

16p
S i P̃1

R̃@2 2
3 f ~s!1 16

3 g~s!#

s
D

with

f ~s!5
sa(0)

ln~s!

~11!

g~s!5
sa(0)exp@2 ipa~0!#

ln~s!2 ip

where for the leading non-Pomeron Regge trajectory we

a~ t !5a~0!1a8t'0.51t; ~12!

i.e., we have puta851 GeV22 and, consequently, in Eqs
~10! and further on boths and t are in GeV2.

The amplitudesa„(PP)R… are independent of isospinI as
shown in @8#, where their sizes ats5mB

2 have also been

estimated. The SU~3!-symmetric Regge residueR̃ is fixed
from experiment as@8#

R̃/a85213.1 mb GeV25233.6 ~13!

while for the Pomeron one has@8#
6-3
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P̃53.6 mb Gev259.25. ~14!

Using the above values in Eqs~10! one finds

a„~PP!27…520.07610.184i

a„~PP!8…510.01910.217i ~15!

a„~PP!1…520.07610.291i

while the leading non-Pomeron Regge contributionsalone
are

a„~PP!27,Reg…520.076

a„~PP!8 ,Reg…510.01910.033i ~16!

a„~PP!1 ,Reg…520.07610.107i .

The contribution from elastic scattering~the Pomeron in
Regge language! is independent ofR:

a„~PP!R ,Pom…5
i

16p
P̃50.184i ~17!

~cf. a50.17 i in Ref. @2#!. Omitting the Reggeon-Pomero
interference term, the value of the contribution from t
leading non-Pomeron Regge exchange to the unitarity r
tion of Eq. ~8!, after averaging over representationsR, is
equal to

u^PPuSReguPP&u254ua~PP;Reg!u2'4u0.08u250.025. ~18!

Neglecting the Reggeon contribution toPP→PP one ob-
tains, from Eq.~8!,

S 12
P̃

8p
D 2

1(
k

u^PPuSuk&u251. ~19!

One may conjecture that contributions to the above sum f
Reggeon-exchange-induced processesPP→M1M2 ~where
Mi denotes low-lying resonance! will be of a size similar or
smaller thanu^PPuSReguPP&u2. Thus, if all inelastic channels
k were two-resonance statesM1M2, one would obtain from
Eq. ~19! the number of

ntot5 (
M1M2

u^PPuSuM1M2&u2/0.025

5F12S 12
P̃

8p
D 2G Y 0.025'25 ~20!

as the number of states contributing to the unitarity relati
This should be compared with the estimate of a few t
obtained in the previous section for the number of tw
resonance states produced in weak decays ofB meson. Of
course, the estimate of Eq.~20! is probably too low: contri-
butions from transitionsPP→M1M2 for heavier resonance
Mi are likely to be smaller and the total number of sta
may be larger. For example, with average value ofa going
down by a factor of 0.6–0.7 from 0.08 to 0.05~Sec. II!, the
01401
a-

m

.
s
-

s

above estimate of the number of average quasi-two-b
states increases from 25 to over 60. On the other hand,
resonance states need not saturate Eq.~19!. Thus, there are
two important questions which should be answered:

~1! How many of statesk in the unitarity relation of Eqs.
~8!,~19! are indeed of the formM1M2, so that they can con
tribute to rescattering inB decays?

~2! Can the effect of all of these states be described
some average way?

At present, elastic and quasi-elastic contributions fro
long-distance FSIs inB decays are usually evaluated usin
the old language of Regge theory. This language was use
the past also for the description of resonance and multip
ticle production processes that are of interest to us. In p
ticular, the question of the buildup of elastic scatteri
~Pomeron exchange! as a shadow of inelastic multiparticl
production processes@and thus the very content of the un
tarity relation of Eqs.~8!,~19!# was discussed extensively
Therefore, we must recall the essential elements of an
proach which dealt with that problem. The approach, p
dominantly occupied with the issue of the unitarization
dual models~for reviews see@19#!, was based on genera
properties of dual string models and on phenomenolog
analysis of resonance and multiparticle production data.

In this approach, multiparticle production processes
curring in hadron-hadron collisions at high energies are p
tured as proceeding through the production of resonance
clusters in a multiperipheral model~Fig. 2! with leading non-
Pomeron Reggeons exchanged in between the clusters.
the sumover all typesandnumbersof resonances produce
in this way that saturates theS-matrix unitarity relation, Eq.
~8!. Fors above the inelastic threshold but still small enoug
one may limit oneself to the production of just one pair
resonancesM1M2. With increasing energys, the number of
resonances produced in a single collision increases on a
age. Although the cross section for the production of a p
ticular number of resonances goes down at sufficiently h
energy, the sum of cross sections over all possible num
of resonances remains approximately constant. This c
stancy of the total inelastic cross section is ensured b
sufficiently fast increase in the number of all possible qua
line diagrams, i.e. in the number of all possible statesk ~and
ways in which they are produced! @20#.

In our case, ats5mB
2528 GeV2 the model@21,22# pre-

dicts that states composed of just two resonances are
duced in the fraction off 2M'50% cases approximately. A

FIG. 2. Multiperipheral production of multi-resonance sta
uM1M2•••Mn& through Regge exchangesRk .
6-4
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further 35% comes from the production of three resonan
etc. Although these numbers are obtained in@21# for reso-
nances of any mass, the main contribution comes from
production of resonances of invariant masses squared sm
than 6 GeV2. @The contribution from the production of ob
jects of massmM is suppressed as (mM

2 )2[a(0)21] for larger
mM @23##. The average mass of a resonance produced ma
estimated in various ways to be aroundmM51.5 ~1.7 GeV in
Ref. @23#!, in good agreement with massmM'1.3 or so@18#,
expected for averageAs2 in the SD-based models of wea
decays. Contributions from rescattering of states with lar
values ofs1 will be suppressed because the production
such states inPP collisions is not likely. Thus, in a resca
tering processk→PP one may expect that the domina
contribution will indeed come from the rescattering of sta
composed of two low-mass resonancesM1M2. Translating
the above expectation of a 50% share ofM1M2 states in the
unitarity relation of Eqs.~8!,~19! into a numbern2M of con-
tributing channels which may connect to the state origina
produced by the SD dynamics~i.e. n2M5 f 2Mntot), we con-
clude that this number should be aroundn2M550%325
'12 for averageua(M1M2)u'0.08 orn2M550%360'30
for averageua(M1M2)u'0.05. The latter estimate is prob
ably more realistic since the average size of a contribu
from a singleM1M2 channel should diminish with growing
resonance masses.

IV. B DECAYS WITH FSIs

If one accepts that final state interactions cannot mod
the probability of the original SD weak decay, it follows th
the vectorW representing the FSI-corrected amplitudes
related to the vectorw of the original SD amplitudes throug
@2#

W5S1/2w. ~21!

Indeed, in the basis ofS-matrix eigenstatesul& the above
equation reduces toWl5eidlwl ; i.e., the condition of un-
changed probability (uWlu5uwlu) admits Watson phase
only.

The S matrix may be written in terms of the matrixA of
amplitudesa:

S5112iA. ~22!

We assume that we may treat the FSI-induced correction
the SD decay amplitudes in a perturbative fashion. This i
agreement with the ideas of the dominance of SD dynam
If this assumption is incorrect, obtaining even ha
quantitative predictions will be almost impossible~cf. Ref.
@2#!. Although this assumption may be questioned, it has
important advantage: one may study what happens when
number of contributing two-resonance intermediate state
increased to its expected share (f 2M550%). In agreemen
with the assumption of a perturbative treatment of rescat
ing ~i.e. small contribution fromA), we expand the squar
root in S1/25(112iA)1/2 and keep only the first term. Thi
leads to
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11S

2
w. ~23!

This is in fact theK-matrix prescription for the estimate o
rescattering effects@5#. In this prescription, final state inter
actions modify probabilities of the SD amplitudes as can
seen explicitly from Eq.~23! written in the basis ofS-matrix
eigenstates. Our calculations will be based on Eq.~23!.

In previous sections we considered a simplified picture
contribution from resonance pairs in which all amplitud
a(M1M2) were equal in absolute magnitude while the
phases were arbitrary. Indeed, when one row of the unita
condition@i.e. Eq.~8!# is discussed, no knowledge of phas
is needed. For the purpose of studies ofCP violation the
question of phases is important, however. Therefore,
have to make a very rough estimate of the FSI phases
pearing in the strong rescattering amplitud
^(PP)RuAu(M1M2)R& in

^~PP!RuWuB&5^~PP!RuwuB&

1 i (
M1M2

^~PP!RuAu~M1M2!R&

3^~M1M2!RuwuB&. ~24!

Thanks to CP invariance of strong interactions, th
^(PP)RuAu(M1M2)R& amplitudes are symmetric~as is theS
matrix!. In order to estimate them we have to recall what a
the predictions of dual string models for the production
two resonances in high energyPP collisions. In the Appen-
dix of Ref. @22# it is shown that the dual string model pre
dicts that the amplitude for thePP→M1M2 production
through the uncrossed diagram of Fig. 3~a! will pick up a
rotating Regge phase resulting from the expression

@2s/~s1s2!#a(t). ~25!

Similarly, for the crossed diagrams of Fig. 3~b! one has to
remove the ‘‘2 ’’ sign in the above expression; i.e., the am
plitude is real. Thus, the phase-generating factor differs fr
the familiar one inPP→PP scattering@i.e. (2s)a(t)# only
by a different scaling factor (s1s2) in the denominator. Such

FIG. 3. Quark-line diagrams for production of two-resonan
state uM1M2&: ~a! uncrossed Reggeon exchange,~b! crossed
Reggeon exchange.
6-5
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a dependence of Regge amplitudes on the masses of
duced resonances has been confirmed in analyses of ex
mental data@24,25#.

At this point we have to take into account the fact th
Regge amplitudes describe the scattering of two collid
resonancesM1 andM2 in a state of definite momenta into
similar PP state. In particular, the producedPP state is a
superposition of partial waves, while we are interested in
SJ50 sector of theS matrix only. Restriction to theJ50
sector is achieved by integrating the rescattering amplitu
a(M1M2) with Pl 50(cosu) ~with l being the angular mo
mentum of thePP pair! over the allowed range of scatterin
angleu or over the corresponding range of momentum tra
fer tP(tmax,tmin). Angular momentum conservation wi
then admit statesM1M2 with total angular momentumJ
50 only. This will have no effect on the assumed form
the SD decay amplitude since in the SD mechanism the
cayingb quark does not ‘‘know’’ about the spectator qua
and, consequently, about the value ofJ for the whole system.

One calculates that fors1 ,s2!s the minimal value oft is
tmin'2s1s2 /s, while for tmax one may assumetmax'2`.
Projecting theM1M2→PP Regge amplitude onto theJ50
sector, i.e. integrating Regge expressions overt
P(tmax,tmin), we obtain, up to a common overall normaliz
tion factor, the following phase factors:

~1! For the uncrossed diagram@Fig. 3~a!#

ginel~z!5
za(0)exp@2~ ln z2 ip!/z2 ipa~0!#

~ ln z2 ip!
. ~26!

~2! For the crossed diagram@Fig. 3~b!#

f inel~z!5
za(0)exp@2 ln~z!/z#

ln~z!
~27!

wherez[s/(s1s2).
The overall normalization of contributions from amp

tudesM1M2→PP was fixed in Sec. III.
For the Regge description to be valid, the value

s/(s1s2) must be large. Withs5mB
2'28 GeV2, the product

s1s2 should not be greater than (s1s2)max'6 GeV4, possi-
bly 9 GeV4, corresponding to the minimum value o
s/(s1s2) equal to 460.8. Fors1 equal tos2, this corresponds
to the maximum value of resonance mass being around 1
1.8 GeV. These are still reasonable numbers when comp
with our previous estimates ofmM'1.5. In Fig. 4 we show
dependence of the phase ofginel„mB

2/(s1s2)… on s1s2 for 1

FIG. 4. Dependence ofginel„mB
2/(s1s2)… phase ons1s2.
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,s1s2,9. If one approximatessi by their average values o
around (1.5 GeV)2, one finds that the average value of th
products1s2 is close to 5 GeV4. From Fig. 4 we see that fo
s1s2'4.7 GeV4 the phase ofginel is zero. Although the
phase ofginel at smaller and larger values ofs1s2 deviates
from zero quite significantly, these deviations are on aver
of the order of 20° and, consequently, it is still meaningful
talk about coherent superposition~i.e. with approximately
similar phases! of Regge contributions from various interme
diate states.

Because the quark-line structure ofPP→PP and
M1M2→PP amplitudes is the same, the eigenvalues w
which the above phase factors enter into expressions
(M1M2)R→(PP)R in definite SU~3! representationsR are
the same as those in amplitudes (PP)R→(PP)R . The latter
were calculated in Ref.@8#.

On the basis of Ref.@8# we have therefore

d~27,M1M2!5arg@12 f inel„s/~s1s2!…#

d~8,M1M2!5argS 2
4

3
f inel„s/~s1s2!…1

5

3
ginel„s/~s1s2!…D

~28!

d~1,M1M2!5argS 2
2

3
f inel„s/~s1s2!…

1
16

3
ginel„s/~s1s2!…D .

The FSI-corrected amplitudes forB-meson decays into state
in definite representationsR of SU~3! and with isospinI are

WR,I5@11 ia„~PP!R…#wR,I

1 i (
M1M2

eid(R,M1M2)ua„~M1M2!R…uwR,I~M1M2! ~29!

where wR,I(M1M2) are SD weak decay amplitudes in
M1M2, all assumed approximately equal towR,I @Eq. ~2!,
Sec. II#. As in Sec. III, we assume thatall amplitudes
ua„(M1M2)R…u are equal to some average valueā.

Although the phase ofginel changes over the range o
correspondings1s2, it is very instructive first to approximate
it everywhere by a constant, namely its average evaluate
say, s1s2'(mM)2'4.7 GeV4, whereginel is real. The ap-
proximate reality of averageginel is a consequence of th
particular value ofs ~being here equal tomB

2'28 GeV2)
and not ans-independent feature of the approach. Ats1s2
54.7 GeV2 we get

d~1!'0°

d~8!'6180° ~30!

d~27!'0°.

The sum over alln2M two-resonance states will then yiel
the contribution from inelastic rescattering:
6-6
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TABLE I. Effects of inelastic rescattering on̂(PP) I uWuB0& amplitudes in average phase approximatio
Amplitudes are in units of input tree amplitudeT.

(PP) I Amplitude No FSIs Quasi-elastic FSIs Inelastic FSIs

modulus/phase n2M512 n2M530

(pp)2 uWu 0.41 0.33 0.49 0.67

arg(W/w) 0° 25.3° 47° 60°

(pp)0 uWu 0.58 0.44 0.44 0.61

arg(W/w) 0° 21.4° 216° 217°

(KK̄)0
uWu 0 0.028 0.36 0.57

arg(W) 223° 93° 93°
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WR,I~ inel!5 i n2Meid(R) ā wR,I . ~31!

Note that for fixedf 2M the average amplitude

ā5
AF12S 12

P̃

8p
D 2G f 2M

4n2M
~32!

is inversely proportional toAn2M. Thus, contribution from
inelastic events in Eq.~31! is proportional toAn2M: the
smaller the value ofā, the larger the summed contributio
from all two-resonance states, provided their contribution
the unitarity relation@Eq. ~8!# is fixed by the same value o
f 2M . Obviously, this is a general feature of any perturbat
treatment of rescattering contribution from several chann
the reason being thelinear nature of perturbatively treate
FSIs as compared to thequadratic nature of the unitarity
relation. Thus, estimates of FSI effects given here are m
likely estimates from below: although amplitudesa(M1M2)
corresponding to rescattering from states composed of r
nances of larger masses are expected to be smaller,
combined rescattering effect should be relatively larger.

The amplitudes forB decays into (pp) I ,(KK̄) I are cal-
culated from the inverse of Eq.~2!:

WI5OI
TWR,I . ~33!

In Table I we give the values of̂(PP) I uWuB0& calculated
from the above equation with the approximation of avera
phase @Eq. ~31!# for PP5pp,KK̄ and n2M512,30 (ā
50.08,0.05 respectively!. Predictions of the model withou
inelastic rescattering, i.e. with quasi-elastic FSIs (PP inter-
mediate states! only, are also given for comparison. Ampl
tudes are given in units of input tree amplitudeT.

From Table I one can see that quasi-elastic FSIs do
affect the decaysB→(pp) I strongly. The amplitude modul
are somewhat smaller than those without the FSIs. Thi
due mainly to the 11 i @ i P̃/(8p)# factor originating from
Pomeron exchange. Phase changes are small. For thB

→(KK̄)0 decays, quasi-elastic FSIs affect the amplitude s
nificantly: the amplitude driven in SD dynamics by the pe
guin diagram~here vanishing! receives a contribution from
the coupled-channel-generated long-distance penguin
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gram ~hereafter denoted PLD) @8#. Using

u^(KK̄)0uWuB0&/^(pp)0uWuB0&u'A3PLD /(2T) to estimate
the effective LD penguin diagram, the size ofPLD is ~as in
Ref. @8#! of the order of 5% of the tree amplitudeT, thus
permitting significant interference effects with the sho
distance penguin amplitude when the latter is taken fr
standard SD estimates.

The main results of this work are given in the last tw
columns of Table I.

~i! One can see that theB→(pp) I amplitudes, when
compared with their estimates taking into account qua
elastic FSIs only, increase in absolute magnitude by a fa
between 1 and 2. This is due to the additional contribut
coming from rescattering chainB→M1M2→pp.

~ii ! An important change can be seen in phase sizes:
are now one order of magnitude larger than in the qua
elastic case. The origin of this effect is as follows. TheW
amplitude is composed of two parts: one~approximately
real! is the SD amplitudew weakly suppressed by elast
~quasi-elastic! rescattering, while the other contains the co
tribution from the inelasticM1M2→pp rescattering. The
latter part, being proportional toia(M1M2)w, is mainly
imaginary~for approximately reala). With a large contribu-
tion from inelastic rescattering, the resulting phase m
therefore be large.

~iii ! Finally, we see that theB→(KK̄)0 amplitude be-
comes much larger than in the case of quasi-elastic resca
ing only, and is dominantly imaginary. Since theB

→(KK̄)0 amplitude is fed from no-hidden-strangeness sta
(M1M2) I 50, one might be tempted to compare this with R
@1#. Namely, it was shown there for the case of a sim
two-channelS matrix that the phase of amplitude in chann
1 is large if the particle originally decays to channel 2. In o
case, although a similar result holds, it is not general—
depends on the value ofs at which amplitudesa(M1M2) are
evaluated. Note that inelastic rescattering renders theB

→(KK̄)0 amplitude larger than the SD penguin estimate:
fact, it is comparable to theB→(pp)0 amplitude.

In our approach the full~FSI-corrected! amplitudes for

B→(KK̄)1 decays vanish since
~1! we have assumed that only the tree amplitudeT is

nonzero and
6-7
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~2! the rescattering from the isospinuI 51,I 350& state of
(M1M2) I 51, which in principle might feed the final (KK̄)1
channel, is zero.1

The dependence of the LD rescattering-induced effec
penguin diagram on the isospin channel—with vanish
~large! effects in theI 51 ~0! channel—should be compare
with the SD mechanism which assigns the same size
phase to penguin amplitudeP in both the (KK̄)0 and (KK̄)1
decay channels. This is a general feature of long-dista
dynamics: the size and phase of a quark-level diagram
pend on what isospin@SU~3!# amplitude it contributes to
@10#.

Although the above expectation of FSI effect larger th
that naively expected is fairly general, we have to analyze
some detail our assumption of replacing thes1s2-dependent
phase ofginel with an average~and vanishing! phase. Such
an assumption would be well justified if a large fraction
M1M2 states led to phases close to the average. Since
given value of the products1s2 the phase is fixed, we need t
know the density of two-resonance states as a function
s1s2. Regge models@23# predict that the dependence
ua(M1M2)u2 on mMi

2 is proportional to 1/mMi

2 for larger val-

ues ofmMi
. This fall of the distribution for larger mass va

ues should be clearly visible already at the beginning of
region where using the Regge description becomes sens
i.e. at mMi

2 '4 GeV2 or so. The distribution ofs2 in SD

models vanishes even faster@it is fairly negligible aboves2
'(2.0–2.5 GeV)2#. Since we want to estimate correction
to SD models, direct use of the mass distributions gener
in SD models might seem to be the simplest and most nat
choice. Furthermore, as the rescattering of states with la
values ofs1 is suppressed by the small size of the contrib
tion from transitionsM1M2→PP, one might use the SD
distribution ofs2 as that ofs1 as well. The problem is, how
ever, that a significant part of the SD distribution ofs2 ~or
s1) corresponds tos2 (or s1),1 GeV2. On the other hand
Regge amplitudes assume the form of@s/(s1s2)#a(t) only for
s1 ,s2.1 GeV2. For s1(2),1 GeV2, one should replace
s1(2) with (a8)2151 GeV2. Thus, if Regge phases are to b
reasonably evaluated, we must use an appropriately mod
distribution of s2. We model this situation in the simples
possible way: by assuming that the distribution ofmMk

5Ask vanishes below 1 GeV and above 2.25 GeV, wh
in between these values it is given by

r~mM !52.8821.28mM . ~34!

1The vanishing of the rescattering contribution can be seen
follows. TheI 51 state ofM1M2 is antisymmetric@i.e. of the form
(M 1M 22M 2M 1)/A2#, while the rescattering contribution due t
the uncrossed diagram of Fig. 3~a! is zero when evaluated in be
tween the antisymmetric stateu(M1M2) I 51& and the symmetric

stateu(KK̄)1& @for the definitions of states, see Eq.~1! of Ref. @8##.
Rescattering through diagram of Fig. 3~b! cannot change the type o
quarks and, consequently, cannot induce a transition from the

hidden-strangeness stateuM1M2& into uKK̄&.
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This yields the average value of ‘‘effective’’mM equal to
1.42, which is also the value obtained from the ACCM
distribution ofAs2 ~see e.g. Ref.@18#! if contributions from
mM,1 GeV are replaced with contributions atmM
51 GeV. Usingr(mM) as in Eq.~34!, it is straightforward
to evaluate the distributionr2 of s1s2. This distribution~Fig.
5! is peaked ats1s2'2.2 GeV4, its median being at
3.6 GeV4 and the averages1s2 at 4.4 GeV4. The tail above
9 GeV4 contributes a few percent only. Thus, the assum
tion of s1s2'4.7 GeV4 used in our previous discussion a
pears quite reasonable.

With two-resonance statesk spread ins1s2 according to
distributionr2 ~larger values ofk51, . . . ,n2M correspond to
states with appropriately larger values ofs1s2), it is simple
to analyze the predictions of the model numerically. We
interested in the question how the FSI effects change w
heavier and heavier intermediate statesk are included. For
decays into states in definite representations of SU~3!, the
amplitudes of interest to us are therefore

WR,I~n!5[11 ia„~PP!R…]wR,I1 i (
k51

n

eid(R,s1s2)ā wR,I ~35!

wheren is the number of intermediate inelastic states co
sidered (0<n<n2M) andd(R,s1s2) are given in Eq.~28!.

In Fig. 6 we present predictions of then-dependent ver-
sion of Eq. ~33! for the absolute values and phases of t
amplitudes ofB decays into (pp)0 and (KK̄)0 states. These
predictions are given as a function of the numbern of inter-
mediate states considered. We show the case withn2M512
~for n2M530 one obtains very similar plots with feature
discussed below being even more pronounced!. The point
most to the right in each plot~i.e. atn5n2M) corresponds to
a large value ofs1s2, where Regge approximation break
down. Consequently, this point should be discarded. One
see that forB→(pp)0 the size of the amplitude does no
depend very strongly onn and is close to the value of th
input FSI-free amplitudeu^(pp)0uwuB0&u, which is 0.58.
Furthermore, the FSI-induced phase is still relatively sm
~of the order of 25°). This cannot be said of theB
→(KK̄)0 process. Here, the absolute value of the amplitu
grows fast with the increasing number of intermediate sta
In addition, already atn54 or so, the phase becomes clo

as

o-

FIG. 5. Distribution ofs1s2 in model defined in text.
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to 100°, not far from the previous result of 93°~Table I!
obtained for constant phases. One can also see that whe
number of intermediate states approaches its maximum
lowed value, the size of theB→(KK̄)0 amplitude becomes
significant when compared to the treeB→(pp)0 amplitude.
As the number of intermediate states increases, the lo
distance-induced penguin amplitude starts to dominate o
the SD one~which was estimated at 0.04–0.20 of the tr
amplitude@11#!. Furthermore, assuming applicability of E
~1!, one estimates from Fig. 6 that at largen the effective
long-distance penguin amplitudePLD is around 0.6–0.8.
This should be compared with the input or effectiveT am-
plitudes which are around 1.0. Thus, the long-distance ef
tive penguin amplitudes become really large.

Large rescattering effects obtained above stem from
approximately coherent superposition of contributions fro
several intermediate channels. One might argue that in the
calculation of this paper sizes of individual rescattering a

FIG. 6. Dependence of FSI-induced effects on the numbe
intermediate channels included.
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plitudes a ~i.e. contributions from individual intermediat
channels! are overestimated. However, the trend of the
sults expected for the case of smaller amplitudesa may be
seen from Table I and Eqs.~31!,~32!. The column ofn2M

530 corresponds to a smaller value of average amplitudā
50.05. The connection existing between the values ofn2M

to ā stems from the assumption that at energys5mB
2 a two-

resonance state is produced in approximately half of all
elasticPP collisions. As long as this fraction (f 2M) is kept
constant and the perturbative treatment of FSIs is va
smaller values of amplitudesa—after summing over all in-
termediate channels—result in rescattering corrections
weak decays larger than naively expected. One may also
to estimate roughly the rescattering contribution in a dir
way ~i.e. without using the value off 2M) by just adding
rescattering contributions with amplitudesa(M1M2) as-
sumed to be of the order ofa(PP) or so~in agreement with
experiment!. Then, for the number of average intermedia
states taken as equal to the number of final states in stan
models of SD decays, i.e. of the order of 10 or more, one
bound to obtain a large rescattering effect. Note that
whole approach starts with the generally accepted feature
the SD decay~and resonance production! mechanism and
assumes that subsequent FSIs may be treated perturbat
We have shown that even in this case the corrections ten
become large. Of course, if they are too large, the wh
perturbative scheme of their estimation~as well as the SD
mechanism for the description ofB decays! ceases to be
viable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed multichannel inelastic rescattering
fects inB decays intopp andKK̄. Generally accepted fea
tures of short-distance decay mechanism have been ass
as part of our input. These assumptions included estimate
the types and number of resonances produced in t
resonance states initiated by theb→uūd transition. Rescat-
tering of these two-resonance states into the final state
sisting of one pairPP of pseudoscalar mesons was evalua
under the assumption that such FSIs may be treated pe
batively. The basis for this evaluation was provided by e
isting knowledge about how the inelastic multiparticle~reso-
nance! production inPP collisions is correlated with elastic
PP ~Pomeron exchange! scattering. This knowledge permit
ted us to estimate that ats5mB

2 PP scatter into a two-
resonanceM1M2 state in approximately 50% of cases. Thu
the total size of rescattering fromM1M2 to PP was fixed.

Using the Regge model for the description of theM1M2
→PP processes, we have shown that the rescattering co
butions from the individual intermediate channels add
proximately coherently. As a result, the combined effect
rescattering through many two-resonance intermediate s
was shown to be quite large. This was demonstrated un
the assumption that FSIs may be treated perturbatively
that assumption is overoptimistic, reliable estimate of~pre-
sumably even larger! FSI effects will almost certainly be
much more difficult.

f
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In our calculations the amplitude for the decaysB

→(KK̄)0 was induced by LD rescattering from no-hidde
strangeness isospin 0 states produced via a short-dist
tree diagram. This FSI-induced amplitude was shown to
larger than its short-distance penguin counterpart. The ph
of the LD amplitude was estimated to be around 100°.
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